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Handling of bar bundles at steel distributors

Faster material handling in the warehouse

A correctly designed magnet system enables fast and safe handling of merchant bars in the
warehouse reception, storage bays and dispatch areas. By using a TRUNINGER magnet
system you save not only space, but lots of time as well.

Magnets, when used properly, allow the load to be approached, picked, unloaded and
transported to the storage location, quickly and reliably.

Figure 1: Unloading bundles of merchant bars from the lorry

TRUNINGER magnets’ pole surface areas adapt to the load. In the reception bays the large
pole area enables larger formats and bundles to be handled quickly and safely.

Safe transport of material to the storage location

Magnet systems also enable everything in your warehouse to be more tightly packed, which
results in shorter average crane travel distances and therefore saved time. Material can be
efficiently stored:

 Between uprights

 In stacking cradles

 In cassettes

Storing between uprights

Storing between uprights is a simple concept which ensures maximum stacking height and
high storage density. This is an ideal situation in which to use magnets since it avoids the
need for:

 Dangerous clambering up onto the stacks

 Timber spacers between the bundles

 People to be in the material handling area

 Human handling of sharp-edged material
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Figure 2: Placing bundles between uprights

Storage in stacking cradles

Cradle carriers integrated into the magnet spreader beam enable quick loading of bundles
into the stacking cradles, simple mechanical rearrangement of the cradle stacks as well as
accurate order picking of individual bars – and all with the same system. Even a highly
diversified warehouse can thus be run very efficiently. You will find more information on
cradle transport on the TRUNINGER website.

Figure 3: Round bars being carried in stacking cradles

Storage in cassettes

A honeycomb or cassette storage system supports short, efficient operations within a limited
footprint. It enables high levels of flexibility and productivity for handling and picking small to
medium job volumes and fast-moving products. For moving stock in and out of the
honeycomb rack a TRUNINGER magnet system able to handle both bundles and single bars
is used.
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Figure 4: Two round bar bundles being lowered into a storage cassette

TRUNINGER magnets and spreader bars can be universally used in the different areas of a
warehouse and with high levels of availability to ensure a constant and safe flow of stock
steel products.


